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mOS: Expanded Compute Node View
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• LWK performance for core HPC application resource requests

• Nimble to adapt to new technology

• Linux compatibility

• Ability to leverage core variability on the compute node
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Lightweight kernels and Linux

In the past, it was possible to achieve performance and scalability. Or, one could run Linux. But not both.

With an architecture like mOS, it is possible to have a more gradual path from the upper left LWK corner to 
the lower right FWK corner.

An application’s choice of which features it wants to use, influences the overall performance and 
scalability.
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An embedded LWK

• We’re neither trimming Linux to an LWK

• Nor are we adding Linux functionality to an LWK

• We are compiling our LWK into the Linux kernel

• Then, for each logical CPU, decide which kernel has control
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Partition model

Three stages of partitioning:

1. Designation of resources to LWK happens at boot time

2. Reservation of a subset of designated resources happens at process launch time

3. Allocation of reserved resources happens at runtime
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Partition model cont.

• Partition walls are a fundamental principle of mOS

• Important for isolation between Linux and LWK

• Needed to maintain NUMA separation and avoid demand paging

• No pool of pages in some NUMA domain for later use

• Needed to “hold” resources for later process starts

• Resource contract is “signed” at yod process launch
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Community name: OpenHPC Web Address: www.openhpc.communityCommunity name: OpenHPC Web Address: www.openhpc.community

Goals for the HPC software community

� Provide a common platform to the HPC community that works across multiple 
segments and on which end-users can collaborate and innovate.

� Simplify the complexity of installation, configuration, and ongoing maintenance 
of an HPC software stack

� Receive contributions and feedback from community 

� Enable developers to focus on their differentiation and unique area, rather than 
having to spend effort on developing, testing, and maintaining a whole stack

� Deliver integrated hardware and software innovations to ease the path to 
extreme scale



Collaborative, Open and Highly Scalable Software Stack

1. Reliability system management, Scalable/low-noise kernels, New data management models 

Benefits the entire HPC ecosystem
� Simplify configuration, management and use  
� Accelerate application development
� Turnkey to customizable

Industry collaboration
� Co-developed with community and partners 
� Open source availability
� Allows for differentiation
� Innovating system hardware and software1
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Community
An open community effort
� Intel is engaging with the open source 

community and key ecosystem partners to 
enable easy HPC stack building and testing 



Community Building Blocks for HPC Systems
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www.openhpc.community
A Linux Foundation
Collaborative Project




